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Program Agreement 
 
Congratulations! You have just taken a significant step forward in your book’s production and 
publication! This agreement outlines the terms and conditions of the I am Published!™ program. 
 
Parties—This consulting and services agreement is made between the client ("CLIENT") listed at the 
end of this Agreement and Imagine! Studios, LLC, a North Carolina corporation, PO Box 16268, High 
Point, NC 27261 ("Imagine! Studios, LLC") for the book title ("WORK") listed at the end of this 
Agreement. 
 
Includes: 
 
Consulting service—The CLIENT will be provided up to 4 hours of phone and email consulting with 
an assigned Imagine! Studios, LLC Independent Publishing Consultant. Consulting includes a 
minimum of 15 minutes per phone session or 10 minutes per email reply. Multiple emails may be 
answered with one longer reply to save consulting time. Phone consultations must be scheduled 
using an online calendar system provided as follow up to signing of this Agreement. If the CLIENT 
exceeds consulting time, additional time will be billable at the discounted rate of $85 per hour, 
minimum half-hour increments. 
 
Laser Strategy Session—A 45-minute Laser Strategy Session may be scheduled by the CLIENT at 
any time by visiting http://www.tinyurl.com/laser45 
 
ISBN, LCCN, Bowkerlink Registrations—The CLIENT's personal Independent Publishing 
Consultant from Imagine! Studios, LLC will handle all registrations in the CLIENT's name. These 
include the ISBN application, Library of Congress application, LCCN and Bowkerlink registration. 
Imagine! Studios, LLC will not be able to handle corporation set-up for the CLIENT (consult a CPA or 
attorney). The U.S. ISBN agency requires a fee of $250 for 10 ISBNs, which will be paid directly with 
a credit card the CLIENT chooses to provide on the CLIENT's behalf. 
 
Distribution and Wholesale Discount—The WORK will be distributed worldwide through Ingram 
Book Group's wholesale system (if preferred printer is chosen by the CLIENT) at a required discount 
of 55%. At this contract's signing, their system includes the following distributors in the US: Ingram, 
Amazon.com, Baker & Taylor, Barnes & Noble, NACSCORP, Espresso Book Machine and in the UK: 
Adlibris.com, Amazon.co.uk, Bertrams, Blackwell, Book Depository, Coutts, Gardners, Mallory 
International, Paperback Shop, Eden Interactive Ltd, Aphrohead, I.B.S-STL U.K. The distribution fee 
is $12 per year, payable by the CLIENT directly to the distributor, subject to change by the distributor. 
Imagine! Studios, LLC and Ingram Wholesalers distribution does not guarantee bookstore placement. 
 
Printing Setup—The Independent Publishing Consultant from Imagine! Studios, LLC will handle 
account set-up with the printer of the CLIENT's choice or the one recommended ("print-on-demand", 
or POD) by Imagine! Studios, LLC. WORK set-up and printing fees are charged directly from the 
printer to the CLIENT. Set-up fees for each (POD) WORK are approximately $75 and revision fees 
are typically $50 for the cover and $50 for interior, subject to change by the printer. The POD printer 
requires the ordering of a proof for the CLIENT's first title at $30 (includes overnight shipping, subject 
to change). The POD printer requires a credit card to remain on file for these payments that are 
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charged directly to the CLIENT automatically. Files supplied by CLIENT for printer setup must adhere 
to printer's specifications. 
 
Returnability—Imagine! Studios, LLC will set up the WORK with the distributor for full returnability, 
unless otherwise notified by the CLIENT. Returned copies of the WORK will then be shipped to the 
CLIENT directly from the distributor. 
 
First Order—After the WORK is set up with the recommended printer and the proof is approved, an 
Independent Publishing Consultant from Imagine! Studios, LLC will place the first order for the 
CLIENT and have it drop-shipped to the location specified by the CLIENT. The CLIENT is responsible 
to pay the actual cost of printing and shipping directly to the printer with the credit card the CLIENT 
chooses to keep on file with the printer. 
 
Copyright—The Independent Publishing Consultant from Imagine! Studios, LLC will require 3 copies 
of the WORK once production is complete to finalize registration with the Library of Congress (1) and 
the US Copyright Office (2). The Independent Publishing Consultant from Imagine! Studios, LLC will 
submit these copies for the CLIENT in the CLIENT's name. The copyright agency charges a fee of 
$35, which will be paid directly with the credit card provided by the CLIENT. Shipping charges will be 
paid by Imagine! Studios, LLC. 
 
Copy-Editing—Up to 100 PAGEs will be copy-edited by a professional CMS copyeditor from 
Imagine! Studios, LLC. A "PAGE" consists of an 8.5 by 11-inch Microsoft Word document, 1-inch 
margins, 1.5 spacing, standard Arial or Times font at 12 point. Copy-editing includes basic spelling, 
grammar, punctuation and consistency. The assigned editor may give developmental comments or 
do research, at his/her own individual discretion. Additional pages will be billed separately at a rate of 
$3.95 per PAGE. A second pass of editing may be purchased at the rate of $3.55 per PAGE for the 
full manuscript. The CLIENT acknowledges that one or two passes by a copy-editor may not catch 
every error, and the rate of error in printed books is at the least one error per every 10 pages. Once 
the CLIENT approves the copy-editing, the CLIENT accepts responsibility for any corrections the 
CLIENT requests after that point, which may constitute an additional fee. Copy-editing does not 
include transcription from printed or audio material. An additional charge will apply for any material 
required to be transcribed. 
 
Cover Design—The art department at Imagine! Studios, LLC will provide a professional custom book 
cover design for the CLIENT's WORK. They will utilize the CLIENT's suggestions and do market 
research on the CLIENT's behalf. A minimum of three concepts will be provided to the CLIENT. Two 
stock images at a purchase rate of 15 "credits" or less from iStockPhoto.com and up to three 
revisions are included. Original design files may be purchased for an additional 60% of the total 
current a'la carte design fee. Original design files will be in the following format: Packaged INDD. 
Custom illustrations are not included. 
 
Interior Layout—The art department at Imagine! Studios, LLC will provide a professional custom 
interior book layout for CLIENT's WORK from provided Microsoft Word files. Other file types or books 
submitted on paper may incur a transcription or conversion fee. Imagine! Studios, LLC will utilize the 
CLIENT's suggestions and do market research on the CLIENT's behalf. Up to 20 graphics are 
included for placement and must be provided by the CLIENT. Layout may include up to 35 special 
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features such as summaries, tips boxes, quizzes, etc. Up to three revisions are included. Original 
design files may be purchased for an additional 60% of the total current a'la carte design fee. Original 
design files will be in the following format: INDD. Custom graphics or illustrations are not included. 
 
Indexing The art department at Imagine! Studios, LLC will format an Index for the WORK to the 
CLIENT's specifications. The Index will be created from a list of terms provided by the CLIENT. 
 
Revisions—Revisions on book cover design and interior layout include basic text and layout 
revisions. The manuscript is expected to be edited prior to interior book layout. An excessive amount 
of typos may constitute an additional per-hour fee, payable to Imagine! Studios, LLC. Revisions are 
not complete re-designs. Re-designs and revisions past three are payable by the CLIENT at the 
current hourly rate, minimum one half-hour. 
 
Print Publication Format—Imagine Studios, LLC will consult with the CLIENT with regards to the 
print publication format: hardback, paperback or both. If a second format requiring revisions to the 
included design or if re-design is desired, the CLIENT will pay Imagine! Studios, LLC any associated 
fees to alter the design. 
 
Ebook Format—Imagine Studios, LLC will create a compatible ebook format of the WORK that will 
be viewable on Kindle, Nook, iPad and Sony Reader. 
 
Ebook Distribution— The Independent Publishing Consultant from Imagine! Studios, LLC will 
handle account set-up with their preferred e-book vendor. The consultant will set up the e-book per 
the e-book vendor's specifications. The e-book vendor will handle distribution to the Kindle Store, 
Nook, iBookstore and Sony Store and the e-book is subject to the vendor's Terms and Conditions. 
Set-up fees for each WORK are approximately $99 and the distribution fee is $19 per year payable 
directly to the vendor. 
 
Book pricing—Once a final page count has been established and market research is complete, the 
Independent Publishing Consultant from Imagine! Studios, LLC will give the CLIENT a breakdown of 
profit, wholesale discount and print cost relating to the WORK in three different price ranges. Pricing 
will fit consumer guidelines and the CLIENT will choose the final price. 
 
Printer Back Office and Sales Training—An Independent Publishing Consultant from Imagine! 
Studios, LLC will train the CLIENT and anyone on the CLIENT's team on tracking sales, paying 
printer invoices, ordering and drop-shipping books, and more. This training call is recorded and 
emailed to the CLIENT in mp3 format. 
 
Amazon Search Inside—An Independent Publishing Consultant from Imagine! Studios, LLC will 
create an account with the Amazon Search Inside program and submit appropriate files of the WORK 
to the program. Subject to Amazon Search Inside Terms and Conditions. Imagine! Studios, LLC has 
no control over how Amazon.com chooses to display the contents of your book. 
 
Book Signing Kit—The Imagine! Studios, LLC Art Department will create a full-color custom 
designed Book Signing Kit including: 10 laminated posters (11" x 17"), 1,000 invitation-style postcards 
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(4" x 6", 2-sided), and 250 half-page glossy fliers (5.5" x 8.5", 2-sided) featuring the WORK. The Book 
Signing Kit will be shipped to the CLIENT with free shipping after the package is paid in full. 
 
General Terms 
 
Rights—All rights including but not limited to printing, publishing, copyright and distribution are to 
remain with the CLIENT, except for rights the CLIENT grants their chosen printer and distributor. 
Imagine! Studios, LLC reserves the right to use any images produced for the WORK, including but 
not limited to book cover design, for the purposes of portfolio and marketing. Original design files are 
not included in "rights" and may be purchased for a fee of 60% of the current a'la carte rate. 
 
Term and Fulfillment of Agreement—At the fulfillment of this Agreement, all accounts information 
will be emailed to the CLIENT. After the printer back-office and sales training, all responsibilities for 
the WORK are given to the CLIENT. Printer back office training will take place after any payment plan 
fees are paid to Imagine! Studios, LLC in full. The WORK will not be submitted for print until the 
appropriate fees are paid in full or the payment plan is completed. Fulfillment of Copyright and Library 
of Congress registration may not take place until after the other terms of the Agreement are fulfilled. 
 
Submission Acceptance—Imagine! Studios, LLC reserves the right, at its sole discretion, with 
written notice to the CLIENT, not to accept a submission upon review or to return a manuscript and 
any fees paid if the WORK does not adhere to Imagine! Studios, LLC's moral or quality standards. 
 
Payments—Imagine! Studios, LLC accepts the following forms payment in full: personal check, Visa, 
MasterCard, Discover, cashier's check made to Imagine Studios, LLC. Any returned or declined 
payments via debit, credit or check will be assessed a fee of $25 payable to Imagine Studios, LLC's 
by the CLIENT. Payment plans are available by credit card only and will be automatically charged the 
same day each month. Payment plans are pre-set and the amounts are non-negotiable. If a payment 
plan payment bounces, the CLIENT will be responsible for any bank fees charged to Imagine! 
Studios, LLC and all work will halt on the WORK. 
 
Cancellation Policy—In the event of cancellation within 30 days of this Agreement, a cancellation 
fee for work completed, based on the price and expenses already incurred by Imagine! Studios, LLC 
will be paid by the CLIENT. A refund will be submitted to the CLIENT less these incurred fees. In 
addition, in the event of a cancellation of the WORK in payment plan status, the payment plan will be 
cancelled and no refund will be issued. 
 
Non-compete—The CLIENT agrees to not give away, sell, rent or otherwise share any information 
disclosed in the program, including information disclosed in consulting or any other program materials 
without permission of an Imagine! Studios, LLC executive. The CLIENT does have permission to 
share the recorded printer back office training call with any employees. 
 
Indemnification—The CLIENT agrees to indemnify and hold harmless Imagine! Studios, LLC or its 
"AFFILIATES" from and against any losses, lost profits, damages, liabilities, judgments, awards, 
decrees, settlements or expenses (including without limitation, reasonable attorney’s fees and court 
costs) arising from the result of Imagine! Studios, LLC assisting the CLIENT in publication of the 
WORK. All representations, warranties and indemnities made by the CLIENT herein will survive 
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termination of this Agreement. “AFFILIATES” means owners, shareholders, officers, directors, 
employees, parents, subsidiaries, affiliated companies, licensees, distributors, advertisers, Internet 
service providers, attorneys accountants and any other person or entity to whom Imagine! Studios, 
LLC extends its representations and warranties to in connection with the production, dissemination or 
transmission of the WORK. In defending any such claim, action or proceeding, Imagine! Studios, LLC 
shall have the right to defend with attorneys of its own selection against the CLIENT or the offending 
parties and any attorney fees or court fees incurred will be paid by the CLIENT. 
 
Amendments—Imagine! Studios, LLC reserves the right to amend this Agreement at any time during 
the term the CLIENT is under this Agreement. Imagine! Studios, LLC will give written notice to the 
CLIENT within 30 days of amendment of this Agreement. 
 
General Provisions—This Agreement will be governed by the laws of North Carolina as a binding 
contract. If any term of this Agreement is unenforceable, this Agreement will still remain in full force 
and effect and such term will be deemed deleted only to such extent as is necessary to make it 
enforceable. No modification or amendment will be valid unless made in writing by Imagine! Studios, 
LLC. Included in this contract is Imagine! Studios, LLC's W-9. 
 
 
**Signature required on next page. 
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By completing the following, the CLIENT agrees to all terms and conditions in this Agreement: 
 
 
Title of WORK:  
 
CLIENT Signature:  
 
Print Name :  
 
Date Signed:  
 
CLIENT EIN or Social Security No:  
 
CLIENT Birthdate:  
 
BILLING ADDRESS:  
 
CITY:                                                    STATE:                       ZIP: 
 
SHIPPING ADDRESS (street address for UPS required):  
 
CITY:                                                    STATE:                       ZIP: 
 
PHONE:                                              CELL:  
 
EMAIL:  
 
CREDIT CARD NUMBER (for registrations and package fee of $5897):  
 
SELECT:______ Visa  ______ MC   ______Disc 
 
EXPIRATION DATE:                         CSV Code (last 3 digits on back):  
 
_____ Initial Here to Opt Into the Payment Plan (4 monthly payments of $1599 each) 
 
Sign-on Special! 
This special deal is only available to you upon signature of this Agreement. 
 
Add a Basic Publicity Pack for just $795 (savings of over $500!) 
 
The Basic Publicity Pack includes: 

 Custom Press Release written and distributed to over 1,000 targeted media outlets 
 Video Book Trailer written and distributed to over 1,000 targeted media outlets 
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_____ YES! I want the exclusive Basic Publicity Pack! Please add the payment in full to my first or 
one-time package payment. 
 
_____YES! I want the exclusive Basic Publicity Pack! Please add the payment into my monthly 
payments for the package. I understand this will make each of my 4 monthly payments $1797.75 
 
 
 


